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INTRODUCTION
Due to sensor technological limitations, the Enhanced Thematic Mapper Plus (ETM+) has low temporal resolution of 16-day revisit cycle but fine spatial resolution of 30 m while the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), visits the globe once or twice per day with coarse resolution about 250-1000 m. Besides the difference in spatial and temporal resolution, MODIS has corresponding bands to the ETM+ but different bandwidths (Table1). Thus the combination of ETM+ and MODIS data is a necessary and feasible solution to the trade-off between spatial and temporal resolution due to current satellite sensors limits. This paper (Gao et al., 2006) proposed a Spatial and Temporal Adaptive Reflectance Fusion Model (STARFM) in 2006. The spatial temporal autoregression (STAR) model (Cliff and Ord, 1975; Szummer and Picard, 1996 ) was a linear model, which also could be introduced to spatial and temporal fusion. This paper proposes a spatial and temporal model with autoregression error correction (AREC) to predict daily surface reflectance at Landsat spatial resolution. The Shenzhen data set included two pairs of registered Landsat-MODIS images acquired on the same dates in the same region. 
METHOD
This method is based on the spatial temporal auto-regression model. The processing scheme can be summarized as follows. First, we apply an unsupervised classification method to classify the input MODIS images into corresponding clumps. Then we detect the changed area by a threshold method. If an area did not change, we apply the regression model on spatial corresponding pixels. Otherwise, we search the classification result and find the spectrally similar pixels. Following this, we apply the regression model on spectrally similar pixels. Next, in order to improve the detail information and visualization, we perform post-processing such as back projection. Finally, we can generate the fusion result with Landsat resolution and MODIS change information.
First step
Firstly, an unsupervised classification is performed on a pair of MODIS images. This method employs the unsupervised classification (K-Means or IsoData) method to classify the MODIS images into 8-10 categories (according to the specific situation).
Second step
Next land cover change detection is applied and the AREC model is implemented. We adopt thresholds of surface reflectance difference to detect the changes in the images on two different dates.
where , is the absolute value of the surface reflectance difference between MODIS ! ( ! ) and MODIS ! ( ! ) in a given pixel (x, y). The threshold is set as dıf, which means the average difference between MODIS images. If the absolute value lies beyond the threshold, the surface is marked as changed area. We search neighbor of the pixel in MODIS ! which belong to the same category of MODIS ! . Then we compare the neighbor of every candidate pixel with the neighbor of the pixel in MODIS ! and figure out the most similar one according to the Euclidean distance. Then the autoregression error model (2)(3) is applied to the new spectrally corresponding pixels. In all other cases it means that the surface reflectance is nearly the same with the previous date, and we apply the spatial corresponding pixels by auto-regression error model (2)(3) (Wang et al., 2012) .
where !,! ( , ) ! * ! is the ETM+ image vector of the band in the local moving window at the reference date ! , !,! ( , ) ! * ! is the MODIS image vector of the band in the corresponding location at the same time ! , similarly !,! ( , ) ! * ! is the MODIS image vector of the band in the corresponding location at the different time ! , ( , ) ! * ! is the local area ( * ) in the center of a given pixel ( , ) (omitted in the follow derivation), is regression parameter, is a zero mean auto-regression random error vector, is the spatial weight matrix, is a vector of independent and identically distributed (IID) random error, is a positively parameter as and are positively correlated. When the surface reflectance has changed, we suppose that the relationship between MODIS and Landsat of different time are the same in the term of imagery mechanism and system errors. Then, we can get
We can use the relationship between MODIS and Landsat in the time ! and get change information from MODIS time ! to obtain the predict Landsat image namely
Third step
The final step uses a back projection (Irani and Peleg, 1991) to MODIS ! . We apply the local back prediction method to modify the results. We resample the result to the MODIS resolution and compare the neighbor pixels with the actual MODIS ! . Then the difference to the neighbor pixels is reassigned.
EXPERIMENTS
This paper utilizes a data set to implement the AREC method and compares the result with the STARFM by visualization analysis and selected objective quality indexes.
The data set covers an area in Shenzhen, China, and was acquired on 1 Nov 2000 and 7 Nov 2002 respectively. The image size is 480*480*3. We used false color of band 2(Near Infrared), band 1(Red), and band 4 (Green) of MODIS image and band 4 (Near Infrared), band 3(Red) and band 2 (Green) of Landsat image for displaying in Figure 1 .
Then we applied the AREC and STARFM method to generate the predicted ETM+ images independently. The visualization of the result is shown below (figure 2). Scatter plots in Figure 3 show the relationship between the predicted and actual reflectance on 7, Nov 2002 for the three bands respectively. All the scatter points fall close to the diagonal line (1:1). Table 2 evaluates the two methods using quality indexes, namely average absolute differences (AAD), average differences (AD), Root mean square error (RMSE), erreur relative globale adimensionnelle de synthese (ERGAS) (Wald, 2002) and correlation coefficient (CC) in three bands respectively. According to the above indexes, both algorithms have small difference compared with reference one, while the AREC method has a better performance and captures more type changes than STARFM (areas in yellow circles of Figure 2 ). Table 2 . The Shenzhen data set fusion results evaluated by objective indexes for STARFM and AREC methods
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CONCLUSIONS
The experiment results illustrated that this method can obtain a fusion image with the high spatial resolution of ETM+ and high temporal resolution of MODIS image. While this method still have some shortcomings. The details of changed area can not be preserved as well as before. Also this method takes more time than STARFM. This problem occurs when applied into big data sets.
